Introduction
During the last twenty five years the energy deposition in particular was considered as the method for the wave drag reduction and the flow control for supersonic motion of different bodies (surveys are presented in [1] [2] [3] [4] ). The basic mechanism for an effective wave drag reduction is the formation of separation regions ahead of the fore surface of bodies -"front separation regions" [5] .
Appearing of front separation regions is resulted from the interaction of the high temperature wake, which is formed downstream the energy deposition region, with the shock structure and the shock layer ahead of the body. Steady isobaric front separation regions are acceptable for temperature wakes of any thickness [6] . So for infinitely small energy deposition region (and, consequently, infinitely small power input) the effect of wave drag reduction remains finitetherefore the effectiveness can be infinitely high. The idea of using of thin temperature wakes for control of supersonic flow past bodies looks, at least theoretically, very perspective -it is known as "thermal spike" [7] or "laser induced air spike" [8] . But according to [7] only pulsing regimes are realizable for front separation regions, initiated by "thermal spikes". To found steady flows with isobaric front separation regions in numerical experiments the method of transformation of energy deposition region was proposed [9] . In [10] the method was used to realize flows with accurate conical front separation regions both for blunt and streamlined bodies.
In the past few years the guidelines of future research activities for the control of the flow past bodies are the subject of discussion. More and more authors are concentrated on very complicated investigations of physical aspects of the problem and verification of theoretical results with experimental data. In [11] the influence of pulsing energy deposition on the supersonic flow past bodies for conditions of experiment with laser optical discharges [12] is examined. Steady front separation regions for the problem of thermal shielding of a body from the action of a strong shock wave were fixed in [13] (shock tube situation). The advanced numerical model for the direct current discharge was applied in [14] to investigate the influence of longitudinal discharge on the flow past blunt body for actual experiment conditions. The interaction of the microwave filament with the shock layer ahead of blunt bodies is tested in [15] . The complicated kinetic for the microwave discharge in the supersonic flow in the application for flow control past blunt bodies was analyzed in [16] .
But in spite of the physical nature of the energy release an investigation of gasdynamics problems is of great importance for future application of the energy deposition for flow control. The present paper is focused on the study of different type instabilities for front separation flows.
Formulation of the problem
To describe the supersonic flows with the energy deposition the mathematical model of the "energy source" was applied. The Euler equations for an unsteady motion of an inviscid perfect gas presented in a vector form are:
where is the static pressure, p ρ is the density, V is the velocity vector, e is the total energy per volume unit, γ is specific ratio for perfect gas and is the power input per mass unit.
Q
Only axially symmetrical flows were examined. Depending on the problem specific cylindrical or spherical , r z , R θ coordinates were applied. The power input in cylindrical coordinates is defined by:
where is the intensity, are "effective radii" and determines the location of the energy source center on the symmetry axes. It must be noticed, that a space distribution (2) is of "Gaussian type", so that for each point in the calculation domain. But it is not the problem for numerical simulation because of exponential decreasing of the energy input with the distance from the energy source center. , the scale for the time is
, the scale for the energy input Q is ( )
∞ etc. The total power input per time unit W is determined not only by the energy source parameters but also by the density distribution and therefore could be found exactly only during the numerical simulation process. The power input coefficient ξ could be defined as a ratio of the power input W to the total enthalpy flux H through the energy source "effective" cross section (the "effective" cross radius could be assumed to be equal to Q S r ∆ ). The scale both for the total power input W and
For a flow over the energy source without a downstream body the similarity criteria could be formulated:
The explicit MacCormack scheme [17] of a second order accuracy with coordinates and time (for interior points on smooth solutions) was used for the numerical simulation. Discontinuities (shock waves and tangential surfaces) were not specially allocated and were calculated using regular algorithm. Special procedures were applied to ensure the symmetry conditions on the symmetry axes, the impermeability conditions -on the body surface and the condition of the suppression of disturbances reflection -on the outgoing surface. On the incoming surface the flow was assumed to be the uniform (usually, 2,
The time marching procedure was used to establish steady solutions or to examine unsteady processes. Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy stability conditions were used to determine the time step.
Forerunner stream formation and the transversal pulsation instability "Forerunner effect" for the plane shock -the rarefied wake interaction was investigated in [7] . The forerunner appears as a complicated self-similar growing with time gasdynamic structure. Basic elements of this structure are: the leading shock which moves upstream inside the low density wake, the initial shock, the oblique shock, the internal shock, tangential discontinuities and the "forerunner stream". The similar structure was observed for the 3D-interaction of the longitudinal vortex with the oblique shock in [18] .
If the energy source is powered on in the uniform upstream flow, then the high temperature cloud appears. An elongation of the cloud is provided by the drifting effect of the upstream flow and by the acceleration effect conditioned by the pressure gradient behind the bow shock. On Fig. 1 (Fig. 1a) and with the shock layer (Fig. 1b) looks very similar.
Forerunner elements such as the λ -type shock configuration and the forerunner stream are clearly identified for both cases. The explanation is that in the vicinity of the symmetry axes both shocks are plane and the local similarity is taking place.
Appearing of the forerunner structure for the low density wake -the shock layer interaction is the reason for a formation of front separation regions for blunt bodies [7] . The forerunner scale for the initial stage of the interaction is determined by the temperature wake thickness. For enough thick temperature wakes the forerunner stream spreads over a lateral surface of a body -the steady front separation regions appear. But for thin temperature wakes the forerunner stream is captured by the front separation region -the circulating flow arises. Constant inflow of additional gas into the separation region results in its expansion and next blowout of extra gas, that is -in periodical transversal pulsations of front separation region. Therefore, the forerunner stream capturing effect is the reason for the transversal pulsation instability of front separation regions. To analyze the forerunner stream capturing effect more precisely the interaction of the plane shock with different temperature inhomogeneities (the hot quarter-plane and the hot layer) was examined (Fig.2) . Detailed mesh resolution 1000 1000 × is the differ factor of present investigation in a comparison with the early paper [19] .
The interaction of the plane shock with the hot quarter-plane is the self similar problem (no scale for length measurement exists). On Fig. 2a gasdynamic structure is presented. A is the point of intersection of the leading shock, the oblique shock and two tangential discontinuities, B -the point of intersection of the initial shock, the oblique shock, the internal shock and the origin of tangential discontinuity. The leading shock inside the hot domain and the initial shock near the triple points A and B are distorted. The high enthalpy forerunner stream is formed by gas particles coming through the plane oblique shock and the internal shock (it was not identified in [19] ). The stream is bounded a) the hot quarter-plane b) the hot layer Fig. 2 .The interaction of the plane shock with temperature inhomogeneities.
by tangential surfaces. The capturing effect could be explained by the static pressure difference on the inner and outer tangential surfaces. The stream turning is provided by series of internal Riemann fans. Finally the forerunner vortex is formed by both "hot" and "cold" particles. The vortex is just in the rest with respect to the primary shock.
For the interaction of the plane shock with the hot layer gasdynamic structure looks similar to the previous case: triple points, shocks, tangential discontinuities, forerunner streams, Riemann fans are exists (Fig.2b) . The difference is conditioned by high enthalpy streams interaction -the "mushroom cap" structure appears. The stagnation point could be identified ahead of the cap on the symmetry axes.
The basic conclusion is: the forerunner stream capturing is gasdynamic effect resulted from the interaction of the temperature wake with the plane shock. Capturing of the forerunner stream by the front separation region is a reason for transversal pulsation appearing. According to [7] only pulsing regimes are realizable for front separation flows initiated by "thermal spikes". To realize the steady flows with isobaric front separation regions in numerical experiments the method of transformation of the energy deposition region geometry was proposed [9, 10] .
Longitudinal instability
Another type of the pulsing instability, conditioned by an indeterminacy of the energy deposition region location, was found for streamlined bodies. According to the conception of "the isobaric separation region" [6] , the position of the energy source on the symmetry axes is not essential for front separation region parameters (providing of course, that the energy source is positioned enough far in the upstream flow). Gasdynamics characteristics of front separation regions are determined by the temperature wake parameters only. This point of view was confirmed in [10] . To realize steady flows with isobaric front separation regions in numerical experiments the transformation procedure was applied. The energy source radius was decreased from the large value down to the small one in such a manner to ensure the constancy within the similarity of gasdynamics parameters inside the wake (some similarity criteria were hold). Finally the flow with an accurate isobaric front separation region was found for a small energy source instead of the pulsing flow that was observed when the energy source was powered on in the uniform upstream flow. The static pressure inside the front separation region and the separation region corner angle were constant during the transformation process. a) infinite temperature wake b) distant energy deposition Fig. 3 .The longitudinal instability of front separation regions for streamlined bodies (Mach numbers isolines on static pressure field) .
But during numerical experiments for streamlined bodies, both for the infinite temperature wake - Fig. 3a and for the case when the energy deposition region was located at distant position (too far upstream) - Fig. 3b , longitudinal pulsations of front separation regions accompanied by a flow reorganization were observed. Elements of flow structure are: leading isobaric region, circulating region behind it and triple shock configuration. Actually model [6] determinates the separation region parameters only. When the initial point of the isobaric front separation region was not correctly determined in numerical experiments, than upstream-downstream pulsations were detected.
Therefore, correct energy deposition region location is very important for the separation flow stabilization. In [10] accurate isobaric front separation regions were observed both for blunt as well as streamlined bodies.
Shift layer instability
Front separation regions shift-layer instability was revealed for blunt bodies as spontaneous generation of large scale vortex structures [9] . The reason for the instability was the different velocity on inner and outer surfaces of the front separation region: the gas at the rest (velocity about zero) -from the inside and the supersonic flow -from the outside.
In spite of the case of blunt bodies for streamlined bodies the front separation regions are of combined type -region of stagnated gas of a constant static pressure is followed by circulating gas region. So the velocity difference for both sides of the shift layer is not so much. Nevertheless the spontaneous vortex generation was observed for different streamlined bodies: the ogival-type body and the 25-degree cone (Fig. 4) . Typical instability scale was the same and was determined by the energy source (or the temperature wake) cross size. This fact is in good agreement with a classical theory of mixing layer instability 1 : the wave length of maximum growing perturbation is proportional to the shift layer thickness (which is proportional to the temperature wake thickness for our case). More precisely: The method for the instability dumping was proposed [9] -for pulse-periodic energy input of some special frequencies the attenuation of pulsation amplitude was observed. The instability a) b) Fig. 4 . The shift-layer instability for the ogival-type body (a) and the 25 degree cone (b) (density isolines on temperature field).
damping by superposition of some pulsations is essentially nonlinear effect. Very similar situation was observed in [20] for nonlinear evolution of mix layers. For some situations because of interference effect maximum growing perturbation mode and additional mode were mutually attenuated. The maximum intensity was shifted to another wave number 0.1 α ≈ corresponded to long wave perturbations. Unfortunately using of pulse-periodic energy input was useless for the instability dumping.
Conclusions
The problems of the instability for front separation regions initiated by the localized energy deposition are investigated. The transversal pulsations of front separation regions are resulted from the interaction of the temperature wake behind the energy deposition region with a bow shock wave ahead of the body. The longitudinal instability for streamlined bodies conditioned by the indeterminacy of the energy deposition region location was observed and analyzed. It is shown that correct energy deposition region location is very important for the separation flow stabilization. The shift layer instability -spontaneous generation of large scale vortex structures was found for streamlined bodies. Typical instability scale was the same and was determined by the energy source (or the temperature wake) cross size.
